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The Exterro and FTI Technology partnership delivers end-to-end data governance and 
discovery solutions to legal teams faced with today’s data challenges.  Combined, Exterro and 
FTI give corporations, law firms and government agencies proven strategies, policy advisory, 
and technological infrastructure to ensure compliance, reduce risk and drive efficiency. Our 
joint offerings include:

Many organizations struggle to respond to DSARs. They are resource intensive, time consuming and require 

coordination across many different areas of the business. Additionally, DSARs demand tight timelines of the responding 

organization, adding to the burden. Exterro and FTI Technology have partnered to create a complete DSAR solution, 

combining advanced technology and proven expertise to help organizations navigate emerging privacy laws. Exterro’s 

technology platform uses the most effective methodologies, with their efficacy proven over time by FTI, to deliver DSAR 

solutions tailored to your business needs:

Data Privacy Management  
Understanding where your data lives, who owns it and accesses it, 

and how to govern it

Data Subject Rights Request  
End-to-end solution to streamline and automate consumer 

rights requests

Data Mapping  
Platform to develop and maintain an actionable data inventory with 

integrated industry standards

E-Discovery 
E-discovery workflow optimization, including legal holds and early 

case assessment

Exterro + FTI Technology 
Combining Advanced Technology With Deep Expertise

Partnership Offerings
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Legal and Regulatory Experience 
 

Our experts have years of experience working with companies to design and implement compliance programs to adhere 
to legal and regulatory requirements, including GDPR, NYDFS 500, HIPAA, and PCI DSS. We help companies to develop 
defensible documentation and have the credentials and experience to testify in court about the methods used.

Trusted Global Leaders in Compliance and Governance 
 

FTI Consulting provides the people and process to deliver concrete improvements with demonstrable value for 
organizations. We develop and implement programs that enable our clients to comply with regulation and reduce 
compliance risk and costs, while enabling faster and deeper insight into their data.

Technical Expertise 
 

Exterro brings deep technical experience in how best to utilize and integrate technology with existing enterprise IT 
environments, in order to efficiently navigate the complexity of DSARs for global companies.

CONTACT OUR STRATEGIC PARTNER TEAM FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Chris Zohlen, 

Director of Privacy Services 

Chris.Zohlen@fticonsulting.com

Rebecca Perry, CIPP/US/G 

636.821.2251 office 

314.504.1693 mobile 

rebecca.perry@exterro.com

Robert Fowler, CIPP/US 

636.778.168 office 

314.249.3380 mobile 

robert.fowler@exterro.com

Why Work With Us?

A B O U T A B O U T
FTI Technology solves data-related business challenges, with expertise in 

legal and regulatory matters. As data volumes grow in size and complexity, 

we help organizations better govern, secure, find, analyze and rapidly make 

sense of information. Innovative technology, expert services and tenacious 

problem solving provide our global clients with defensible and repeatable 

solutions. Organizations rely on us to root out fraud, maintain regulatory 

compliance, reduce legal and IT costs, protect sensitive materials, quickly 

find facts and harness organizational data to create business value.  

For more information, please visit www.ftitechnology.com.

Exterro was founded with the simple vision that applying the concepts of 

process optimization and data science to how companies manage digital 

information and respond to litigation would drive more successful outcomes 

at a lower cost. We remain committed to this vision today as we deliver a 

fully integrated Legal GRC platform that enables our clients to address their 

privacy, regulatory, compliance and litigation risks more effectively and at 

lower costs. With software solutions that span privacy, legal operations, 

compliance, cybersecurity and information governance, Exterro helps some 

of the world’s largest organizations work smarter and more efficiently.  

For more information, visit exterro.com. 
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